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In 1970, the Shkoda Power Engineering Plant was given the task of

establishing a set of programs for evaluating the radiation situation at

nuclear power plants with WWER reactors during normal operation and under

accident conditions. This task involved a considerable amount of work, which

is described below.

1. Determination of sources of radiation:

In spent fuel as a result of the decay of fission products and

actinides and also as a result of spontaneous fission, fission and

the (<x,n) reaction in oxygen;

In the coolant: activation products of the coolant and its

impurities and also corrosion and fission products;

Activated parts (structural materials, air in the reactor cavity,

and so on).

2. Study of radioactivity at nuclear power plants and application of

various methods for its removal.

3. Determination of the dose equivalent to workers and the public.

In order to carry out these tasks, it was necessary to analyse the

relevant reference data and set up libraries, since none existed on magnetic

media. The data were arranged in three Libraries.

First, the BIBA library [1] of radioactive products is used to

calculate the balances of activities and radiation sources resulting from the

decay of corrosion products in the primary circuit, activation products in the

coolant and its impurities, activation products in structural materials and so

on. The library contains data for 828 nuclides, with atomic numbers 1-84,

which are found in the natural isotopic mixture of the relevant element or

occur as a result of activation and radioactive decay. The following

information is given for each nuclide in the library: a definition of the
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nuclide - its number in the library, its atomic number, mass number and

characteristics of state; the proportion of the nuclide in the natural

mixture - the number of nuclei in 1 g of the element; the radioactive decay

characteristics - the decay constant, a description of the shape of the decay

chain (the number of final nuclides and corresponding transition

probabilities); the characteristics of transition as a result of activation

reactions - the type of reaction (five types of reaction are taken into

account - (n,y), (n,p), (n.n1), (n,a), (n,2n)), the corresponding cross-

sections (in two neutron groups), the number of final nuclides and transition

probabilities; the characteristics of the radioactive nuclides - number of

y-lines, (3 or (3 -spectra, the energy of the discrete lines (or average energies

of the 3-spectra) per decay and the corresponding yields per decay.

Secondly, the BIBGRFP library of fission products is used to calculate

the balance of radioactivities and fission product radiation sources in fuel

elements, in the primary circuit, in the nuclear power plant area and so on.

The library contains data for 584 fission products (elements with atomic

numbers 29-67). The following information is given for each nuclide in the

library: a definition of the nuclide - its number in the library, its atomic

number, mass number and characteristics of state; independent fission yields

235 239 241 238
for U, Pu, Pu and U (induced by thermal and 1 MeV neutrons);

radioactive decay characteristics - the decay constant and a description of

the shape of the decay chain (the number of the final nuclide and the

corresponding transition probability); the characteristics of transition as a

result of the (n,y) reaction - the reaction cross-section (for thermal

neutrons) and the resonance integral and a description of the type of

transition (the number of final nuclides and corresponding transition

probabilities). The energy sources resulting from radioactive decay are

sources of a- and P-radiation per decay, and also sources of y-radiation in two

group systems:
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The 13-group system - the distribution of the group boundaries

corresponds to the SOPRGA programs set [2] for calculating dose

equivalents from sources with different (elementary) geometrical

configurations;

The 12-group system corresponding - in terms of distribution - to

Sneider data groups for calculating dose equivalents to man during

decay in organs or in the ambient air.

Thirdly, the BIPAL library [3] of actinides is used to solve the

equation for the balance of actinides and the members of their decay chains.

The library contains data for 113 nuclides from the heavy element region. The

library provides the following information for each nuclide: a definition of

the nuclide - its number in the library, its atomic number, mass number and

characteristics of state; the proportion of the nuclide in the natural

mixture of the corresponding element; radioactive decay characteristics - the

decay constant and a description of the shape of the decay chain (the number

of the final nuclides and corresponding probabilities); the characteristics

of transition as a result of the (n,y) reaction - the reaction cross-section

(two neutron groups) and a description of the transition mode (the number of

the final nuclides and corresponding transition probabilities); characteristics

of the radioactive nuclides - the number of a-, y-lines and p-spectra,

the energy of the discrete lines (average energies of P-spectra) per decay

and the corresponding yields per decay; characteristics of the fissionable

nuclides - the fission cross-section (two groups), the fission threshold

energy, the average number of neutrons per thermal-induced-fission neutron,

the decay constant for spontaneous fission and the average number of neutrons

per fission.

All the data contained in these libraries were taken from the

literature or were recalculated on the basis of the literature (for example,

the fission cross-sections, the independent fission yields and the group

energy sources).
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The Literature used to compile the BIBA library was as follows:

Refs [4-9] were used to calculate the decay constants and to determine the

nuclide composition in the natural mixture of elements; Ref. [8] was used to

calculate the shape of the decay chains; for the most part Refs [9-14] were

used to determine the y-line energies and yields (the limitation on the

number of y-lines (31) is determined by the basic principles of the library

- for the majority of y-emitters the number of y-lines is less than 31;

if some lines had to be left out because of this limitation, then low energy

and low yield lines were disregarded; Refs [10 and 15] or [12-14] were used

principally to determine the energy of the 3-spectra; Refs [4 and 10] were

used to determine the characteristics of the a-lines and Refs [14, 16-18]

were used to determine the cross-sections.

The BIBGRFP library is based on data from the BIBFP library [19] and

data on independent fission yields analysed in Ref. [20]. The BIBFR library

is based on data from Refs [21-23]. For additional data on cross-sections,

Refs [24 and 25] were used. Some corrections to the decay constants were made

as a result of comparison made with data from Refs [4, 26]. The basis for

determining the independent yields will be outlined later in the part

describing the calculations.

The following literature was used to establish the BIPAL library: to

select the nuclide set - Refs [27, 28]; to determine the main nuclide

characteristics - Ref. [4] (half-life), [29] (half-life for spontaneous

fission), [4, 28] (cross-sections), [30-32] (resonance integrals) and [10, 11,

33, 34] (energy sources for a-, P-, y-decay).

Let us consider in more detail the problems of determining independent

fission yields. The yields contained in the BIBGRFP library were taken from

calculations in Refs [20, 35]. Since this library gives the independent

235 239
yields for fission induced by thermal neutrons for U, Pu and

241 235 239 241 238
Pu and by neutrons of about 1 MeV for U, Pu, Pu and U,
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isobaric yield data from Refs [23, 36] were used. It should be noted that

Refs 120, 35)

describe the algorithm used to recalculate the isobaric yields for other

energies and fissionable materials. This is based on the shift in the yields

which is proportional to the change in the average mass of light and heavy

fragments (in accordance with the data in Ref. [37]).

The independent fission yields are determined by the relationship

Y(Z,A)«Y(A)

where Z,A are the atomic number and mass numbers of the isotope for which the

independent yield Y(Z,A) is being calculated; Y(A) is the isobaric yield for

the mass number A; o(A) is the Gauss distribution dispersion; Z (A) is

the most probable value of Z for the mass chain A; f(Z,A) is the relative

independent yield.

The function P(x) was calculated using the expression in Ref. [38).

Equation (1) was used to determine the independent yields for

where Z . , Z are the minimum and maximum atomic numbers present in a
min max

chain with the mass number A.

When for an isotope with the numbers Z,A there are many nuclides

(different isomeric states), it is assumed that the independent yield Y(Z,A)

is divided into equal parts. The justification for this is the fact that data

are not available for the spins of all the nuclide-isomers in the BIBGRFP

library and therefore it is not possible to use the polyempirical equation

from Ref. [39] to recalculate the yields. The following relationship is used

in this calculation

Zp(A) -_£-A'(A) + AZ(A') + <fz(A) .
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where Z_ is the atomic number of the fissionable material; A. is the
r ic

mass number of the compound nucleus; A (A) is the deviation from even

charge distribution; &_(A) is the correction for anomalous values of Z
Z p

(in the calculations A,,(A) = 0 was used); A'(A) = A + v (A), where A
Z p

is the fragment mass after emission of prompt neutrons; v (A) is the

average number of neutrons emitted by the fragment. The v (A) data for

235
thermal- neutron-induced fission of U are taken from Ref. [40], From the

diagrams in Ref. [41] we can conclude that the shape of the function v (A)
P

is similar for various fissionable materials and that the shift in the curves

v (A) is proportional to the shift in the average masses of the heavy and

light fragments [*] (the effect of the energy can be taken into account in

this way).

The dependence A (A') was approximated on the basis of the results

of Ref. [43] (Fig. 1) for each section of the linear function (Table 1).
For A' < A /2 the antisymmetry of the function A (A*) relative to

C Z

A /2 was used [for A1 < A /2 let us say that B = (A /2) - A' and
c c c

A_(A') - -A (A /2 + B)]. The following expression was used to
Z Z c

determine <*(A) :

where E is the energy of the fission-inducing neutron; A is the mass of
n c

the compound nucleus; f is the index of fissionable material;

P = 19.307 MeV [the coefficient of the expression (A-2Z/A) in the

Weizsacker equation for the binding energy]; & (A) is the correction
o

for shell effects (this term can be determined from a comparison with

experimental data); let us suppose that 6 (A) = 0 [**]; T_, T_,, is
0 t 2 JO

236
the temperature of the compound nucleus f and U determined [44, 45] from

[*] Equations from Ref. [42] were used to determine the average masses of
light and heavy fragments.

[**] According to expression (2), the value of a does not depend on A when
AO(A) = 0.
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Table 1

AZ(A') at the boundary points of the range

Range Range boundary
Lower Upper

A'e < Ac/2, 128 > 0 0.3
A'e < 128, 134 > 0.3 -0.8
A'e < 134, 150 > -0.8 -0.05
A'c < 150, 165 > -0.05 -0.5

Note: Ac is the mass of the compound nucleus,

Table 2

Dispersion of the compound nucleus

E, MeV Tf, MeV

0.025 E-6 0.417 0.56
1 0.446 0.58

10 0.645 0.695
14 0.719 0.738

the relationship I/T = /a/u - 5/4u, in which a = 0.16 A ;
c

u = E_ + E. - E*! > 0, where E f is the neutron binding energy in

n Drsh

the compound nucleus; E is the kinetic neutron energy; E\. is

the fission barrier of the compound nucleus.

In determining o(A) equation (2) was used in order to describe the

dependence of a on the type of fissionable material and on the neutron

energy in accordance with statistical theory [46] and in order to obtain the
235

value a = 0.56 given in Ref. [40] for thermal neutron fission fission of U.

The dependence of the dispersion values obtained on energy in the case of

235
U fission and on the temperature of the compound nucleus is shown in

Table 2.

The dispersion for thermal-neutron-induced fission of various

235 239 241
fissionable materials is as follows: U - 0.56; Pu - 0.564; Pu - 0.566.
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F i 6 - 3- Comparison of experimental and calculated relative independent
Yields as a function of (a) the mass number A for 35Br (curve 1)

La (curve 2) and (b) the atomic number Z for A = 84.

Particular attention was given to the comparison of the yield data

calculated by us with the experimental results (Figs 1-3). A comparison was

made of all the data available in the literature [43, 47-52].

In accordance with Ref. [52] it seems that it is necessary to introduce

a correction i^(A,Z) in isobaric chains, which could take the following

form, for example:

where 6 = 0.11.

Even-even effects can be described by the relationship 6 = 6A3/4,
a

with the value 6 = 0.00376 being determined from a comparison of the

experimental data (Fig. 4 ) .

The results for independent yields given in the BIBGRFP library can be

refined by:

Using the correction 6o(Z,A) for even numbers of A (as was

shown above);

Replacing a Gauss distribution which is continuous in respect of

the number Z by a discrete one. The Gauss distribution exists in
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Fig. 4. Correction for dispersion for
(a) odd and (b) even numbers
of Z based on experimental data. 120 140

the range (Z-Z ) e(-», -H»). In fact, the number Z is

limited on the one side by stable nuclides, and on the other by

the neutron instability curve. In addition, for even numbers of A

it is necessary to use two types of distribution with different

values for o(Z,A) as stated above. This means that an isobaric

yield distribution occurs for a small number of nuclides with

different numbers for Z;

Including the correct independent yield distribution among the

nuclide-isomer states of the same isotope, i.e. by using Gusev's

polyempirical formula [39].

In order to calculate the balance of nuclides and proportional values,

three libraries, which have gradually been built up over the past 14 years,

are currently being used. There are plans to combine the data from the

individual libraries to create a NITRITION library with a single data format

for all nuclides. The data describing the energy sources (a-, y-lines and

P-spectra) will be replaced by group sources of y-radiation and the

average energy of charged particles per decay, as required by the programs;

additions will be made to take account of evaluations of the effect of
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radioactivity on the population (dose factors for external exposure from

semi-infinite space, surface and so on).

So far, the NITRITION library contains 1180 nuclides with the numbers

Z = 1-100. A first selection has been made of nuclides that appear

simultaneously in two libraries (the main selection criterion being the

quality of the reference sources). For the library to be used more widely,

the accuracy of some of the cross-section data will have to be improved. In

addition, the description of the activation reactions in the 2-group system is

rather imprecise. Since the library is intended to be used for engineering

calculations, i t would be useful to employ the 26-group division (BNAB). The

128-group data from the Australian fission product library [53] for

192 nuclides have already been converted to this system (they are not yet

included in the BIBGRFP). I t would be useful to verify the data from the

Australian library. I t is possible that information on other nuclides may

also need to be supplemented.
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